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Abstract— We present a micro-robotic system for protein
crystal micro-manipulation. The specific task we focus on is
the automated crystal mounting for X-ray data collection. The
system features a set of newly designed micropositioner end-
effectors we call micro-shovels which address some limitations of
the traditional cryogenic loops. We have used micro-electrical
mechanical system (MEMS) techniques to design and manu-
facture various shapes and quantities of micro-shovels. Visual
feedback from a camera mounted on the microscope is used to
control the micropositioner as it lowers a microshovel into the
liquid containing the crystals and approaches a selected crystal
for pickup. We present experimental results that illustrate the
applicability of our approach.

Index Terms— Manipulators, machine vision, microscopy, mi-
croelectromechanical devices, X-ray imaging

I. INTRODUCTION

The completion of the human genome has led to a height-
ened interest in high-throughput characterization of proteins,
the product of genes. A large coordinated effort is underway
worldwide to master the process of determining the 3-D
atomic-level structure of proteins [1]. These experimentally
determined structures can be combined with the sequence data
using bioinformatics methods to produce structural coverage of
the majority of proteins. This is expected to have a significant
impact on biological and medical research by shedding light on
the relationships of structure to function and disease, directing
structure-based drug design [2] and refining our understanding
of evolutionary relationships between proteins.

Fig. 1. The main stages of the high-throughput crystallography pipeline.

The structure determination effort centers on developing
the capability of processing proteins on a large scale —
a high-throughput pipeline for protein production and 3-D
structure determination. The prevalent method for structure
determination is X-ray crystallography [3], whose main stages
are shown in Figure 1. The process begins with the pro-
duction of the selected target protein, which includes tasks
like protein expression and purification. The next stage is the
crystallization effort, which involves crystallization screening
and optimization. After that, the best crystals are selected and
used for X-ray data collection. Finally, when good data is
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Fig. 2. Mounting Tools: (a) A cryogenic loop; (b) a microshovel.

obtained, it is analyzed to compute the spatial arrangement
of the protein atoms, i.e. the 3-D protein structure. This
methodology necessitates the development of strategies and
tools for automated and fast manipulation of protein crystals.

The specific task we are interested in is known as crystal
mounting (Figure 1, bottom) and is the first step of the
preparation for data collection. This task consists of picking
an individual protein crystal from its growth solution with
the help of a crystal mounting tool. It is followed by the
cryoprotection of the crystal and its rapid freezing to liquid
nitrogen temperatures. After that, the sample is installed on an
X-ray diffractometer1 and images are collected from multiple
viewpoints. Crystal mounting is currently performed manually
by skilled crystallographers using a cryogenic loop (Figure 2a).
It is a loop made of a thin (10µm or 20µm) thread of nylon
glued to the tip of a metal pin. Mounting a target crystal on
the loop requires time, patience and excellent motor skills.

Automated protein crystal manipulation is a challenging
task because of the unique combination of factors involved.
Protein crystals are small (sizes of interest are between 25
and 1000µm) and fragile. They are also sensitive to en-
vironmental variations, especially temperature. Their growth
environment is a 0.1-5µl droplet of liquid which dehydrates
in a matter of minutes once exposed to room conditions.
Classical strategies of manipulation will not work at these
scales due to the required precision and additional problems
related to microscale phenomena. Currently, the mechanics
of micromanipulation is poorly understood and thus results
of sensorless micromanipulation strategies are unpredictable.
Obtaining reliable feedback is also problematic.

Our work is aimed at using computer vision to provide the
compliance and robustness which precise crystal manipulation

1The placement of the crystal along with the mounting tool on the X-ray
diffractometer is also referred to by crystallographers as crystal mounting,
however, we use the term “beamline mounting” here to avoid confusion.
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requires without the need for extensive analysis of the physics
of grasping or a detailed knowledge of the environment. In
this paper, we present an integrated microrobotic system for
automated protein crystal manipulation. It consists of a high-
resolution optical microscope, digital imaging system, image-
based servo-controllers, and a micropositioner for precise
positioning of a tool with respect to a crystal. In a previous
work, we explored the use of this system with cryogenic
loops [4]. Here, we describe a method for crystal mounting
based on a novel kind of tool, a microshovel (Figure 2b),
which we have designed to address certain shortcomings of
the loops, fabricated in multiple quantities, and employed in
our microrobotic system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: After
a brief review of the related work, we describe our hardware
setup and the task at hand in Section III. In Section IV, we
present our new tools for crystal mounting. The following
two sections describe improvements we have made to our
visual servoing methods and their adaptation to the specifics
of the microshovels. Experimental results are presented in
Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

One of the major advances in robotics over the last 20
years is the visual control of robotic manipulators [5]. The
advent of fast and inexpensive digital imaging technology has
allowed camera systems to be integrated as part of a closed-
loop feedback control system [6]. Visual servoing strategies
have been successfully implemented at the microscale level
for manipulation of known micro-electromechanical systems
with calibrated devices [7], [8]. Visual servoing has also been
successfully used for microinjection of genetic material into
living cells [9].

Visual servoing is classified into two main approaches [5],
[10], [11]. The first one [12], [13], based on the computation
of a 3-D Cartesian error, requires a perfect CAD-model of
the object and a calibrated camera to obtain unbiased pose
estimation. In the second approach, the pose estimation is
omitted and the control loop is directly closed in the image
space. That ensures local convergence and stability in presence
of modeling errors and noise perturbations [14]. In our case,
the models of the observed targets are unknown and the system
is not calibrated. We thus use the image-based approach.

In terms of the mechanics of micromanipulation in general,
a number of very diverse ideas have been pursued. Various
kinds of microgrippers have been proposed [15]. Optical
trapping by a laser has been successfully used for both direct
and indirect cell manipulation [16]. A micromanipulation
tool based on adhesive forces has been demonstrated [17].
Methods exploiting magnetic and electrostatic forces, such as
dielectrophoresis, are also being used.

Unfortunately, not many of these approaches can be easily
applied to our case. Microgrippers pose the risk of struc-
tural damage to the fragile crystals. Optical trapping has the
potential to damage the crystals because of excessive heat.
Adhesive forces can not be relied upon because of the drastic
variations of the composition of the protein crystals and their

environments. Dielectrophoresis actuates all objects within the
electromagnetic field making it difficult to isolate a particular
individual target.

These considerations have led us to settle on a mechanical
approach using a microshovel design. The microshovels are
thin enough to be able to easily slide under a crystal and wide
enough to provide a support base on which the crystal rests as
it is extracted from the liquid. This helps minimize the chance
of breaking the structural integrity of the crystal.

Other tools for crystal mounting, besides cryogenic loops,
include capillaries [18], litholoops [19] and micromounts [20].
Capillaries, usually made from glass or quartz, have been
used since the earliest days of macromolecular crystallog-
raphy and are still being used today. They have a number
of substantial drawbacks, one of which is the difficulty in
cryogenically freezing the sample, which is needed to extend
its life throughout the data collection process. Nowadays,
capillaries have been mostly replaced by cryogenic loops [21],
which are typically made by hand-twisting a nylon thread.
While widely used, loops also suffer drawbacks, including
unwinding, imprecise and difficult to reproduce diameters,
inability to hold large crystals due to flexibility and mechanical
instability under the nitrogen stream while collecting X-ray
data. Litholoops and micromounts are two new promising
approaches to crystal mounting tools. They are both manufac-
tured by being etched from a thin film using photolithography,
though they differ in the type of the material used as well as
in their shapes and additional features. Their effectiveness is
being evaluated by crystallographers.

A critical aspect for the acceptance of any crystal mounting
tools is the amount of background scatter this tool generates.
Our microshovels have excellent characteristics to compete in
this respect. They also provide advantages, such as increased
rigidity, mechanical stability and precise and reproducible
shapes.

III. SETUP AND TASK DESCRIPTION

Our workstation (see Figure 3a) is centered around a Sutter
MP-285 micropositioner with three degrees of freedom —
independent motion control along the X, Y and Z axes. This
positioner has a resolution of 40 nm. A crystal mounting tool
(e.g. a cryogenic loop or a microshovel) is attached as the
manipulator end-effector. The tool and the protein crystals
are observed through an Olympus SZX12 optical microscope
(eye-to-hand configuration [22]). The microscope provides a
total magnification from 8.4x to 108x and has a CCD camera
adapter onto which a Sony XC-77 camera is mounted. The
camera and the micropositioner are connected to a PC which
processes the visual feedback and controls the micropositioner.

At the beginning of the procedure, the user takes the cover
slide of the well where the protein crystals were grown and
places it on the microscope tray. The crystals are already on the
cover slide, having formed within a droplet of protein cocktail
using the so-called hanging drop method. The slide is usually
made of soft clear plastic of size 22x22mm and thickness of
0.22mm. The microscope is adjusted so that the crystals in
the field of view and are in focus. The tooltip is also in the
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Fig. 3. Setup: (a) workstation for protein crystals manipulation; (b) coordinate frames.

field of view, however, above the liquid and, therefore, out
of focus because of the short depth of field at the nominal
magnification levels. The user specifies a target crystal by
selecting a rectangular region of interest (ROI) on the screen
and the process starts.

Let Fc and Fr be the camera frame and the robot frame
respectively (Figure 3b). We assume that the Z-axis of the
camera frame and of the Z-axis of the robot control frame are
parallel. Our goal is to approach the crystal with the tool, slide
the tool under the crystal and lift up the crystal. To approach
the crystal, we need to minimize the distance between the mi-
croshovel with coordinates Mc = [Xc, Yc, Zc]T in Fc and the
target crystal ROI M∗ with coordinates X∗

c = [X∗
c , Y ∗

c , Z∗
c ]T

in Fc.
There are obviously three degrees of freedom that must be

controlled. We have split the task into two phases: a vertical
descent and a horizontal approach to the target. The purpose
of the vertical descent phase is to penetrate the liquid, bring
the tool into focus and at the appropriate depth for pickup,
and detect its position in the field of view. The horizontal
motion is used for the actual approach and pickup of the
crystal. The robot motion along the X and Y axes is controlled
by minimizing the distance between the tool and the crystal
in image space. The detail of these two phases are discussed
after we describe the microshovels.

IV. TOOLS FOR PROTEIN CRYSTAL MOUNTING

The cryogenic loop (Figure 2a) is currently the crystallog-
raphers’ tool of choice for crystal mounting and X-ray data
collection. It has a number of unique properties that make it
suitable for the task: It is soft and flexible, which protects it
from being easily broken. It is minimalistic and open, which
allows one to easily detect if there is a crystal within it. When
a crystal is lassoed in the loop, surface tension forces work to
keep it in place by nicely wrapping the nylon thread around
it.

In the context of automated crystal mounting, however,
loops pose certain problems which stem mainly from their

flexibility. We have been exploring the idea of sliding a loop
under the target crystal to lasso it. While our experience
shows that this is certainly possible, in practice, it is not very
robust. First, during crystallization, some protein crystals tend
to attach themselves to the bottom as if glued. If the loop
encounters such a crystal, it will most likely bend because it is
less rigid than the crystal. In such situations, crystallographers
first use rigid metallic micro-tools to dislodge the crystal be-
fore they proceed with mounting. This is a delicate procedure
because it is important that the fragile crystal remains intact.
Second, even if the crystal is free-floating, the loop may simply
start pushing it, instead of sliding underneath. This is often
the case with smaller crystals in non-viscous fluids. Manually,
one would use rotational degrees of freedom to perform a
“scooping” move and lasso the crystal with the loop. This
is not easily imitated programmatically. Finally, tracking a
deformable object by using visual feedback is challenging.

For these reasons, we decided to look at alternatives to
cryogenic loops. Two questions regarding a possible substitute
are: What will it be made of and what kind of shape should it
have? In terms of shape, we pursued our idea of being able to
slide the tool under the crystal to lift it up. That leads to a shape
that has a large flat tip. In terms of material, we had to consider
additional constraints imposed by the process. The next step of
the protein crystal pipeline is to take X-ray diffraction images
(i.e. diffractograms) of the crystal from multiple angles. The
diffractograms, after some analysis, reveal the needed 3-D
structure. Since the manipulation tool is to be used on the
X-ray diffractometer, it is important that the tool’s diffraction
pattern does not interfere with the one of the crystal so that
its effects can be later filtered out of the diffractogram.

As candidates for our shovel, we tested seven different
materials on the X-ray diffractometer — aluminum, brass,
copper, silicon and three types of plastic. With the exception
of the silicon, the other materials are readily available as thin
sheets of shim stock — we used thicknesses of 25µm or less.
An additional diffractogram was taken with nothing mounted
on the machine, so that we can discount effects due to defects
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Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction pattern of (a) aluminum, (b) brass, (c) copper,
(d) plastic 1, (e) plastic 2, (f) plastic 3, (g) silicon, (h) nothing. Darker
spots indicate higher intensity. All dark rings are diffractions of less than
two Angstroms.

in the imaging device itself. The resulting diffractograms are
shown in Figure 4. We found that most of the materials
cause strong diffuse scattering below 2 angstroms, which is
the desired range of crystal diffraction, and, therefore, needs
to be kept clear of interference. The only candidate that has
negligible interfering diffraction in that range and is suitable
for use with crystals is silicon.

The use of silicon is also advantageous for another reason.
Existing MEMS techniques allow us to design shapes, draw
photomasks and manufacture tools with high precision out of
silicon wafers. We have designed and fabricated 30 distinct
shapes and sizes of silicon microshovels using methods em-
ployed by the MEMS industry.

In the design phase, we used a CAD package to draw

Fig. 5. Two sample design profiles for microshovel tips.

the desired tool profiles (Figure 5) and create the photomask
pattern. The profiles differed mostly in their tips, with sizes
ranging from 50 to 280 µm in length and 7 to 40 µm in height,
as these covered entire expected range of protein crystal sizes
we would manipulate. The overall size of the tools is about
8mm in length and 0.7mm in thickness. Each microshovel is
marked with a series of notches near at the bottom of its stem
which encode in binary its shape and size for easy recognition
by a naked eye.

For manufacture, the mask pattern was transferred onto
a 2x2-inch quartz photomask which was used to perform
photolithography on a 2-inch silicon wafer. The thickness of
the wafer, which translated into the width of the tools, was 300
µm and was, again, chosen so that it covers the expected range
of crystal sizes. This wafer was bonded to a larger sacrificial
wafer and the package underwent deep reactive ion etching
(DRIE) through the entire small wafer leaving the tools only
adherent to the larger one. Finally, the microshovels were
detached and cleaned up from the bond and the photoresist
in an acetone bath.

The microshovels are prepared for use just as loops are: they
are glued to a metal pin attached to a cryogenic cap. The cap
itself is designed to easily attach to and detach from a wand
held by the micropositioner (Figure 6) or to the goniometer
of the X-ray diffractometer.

In terms of rigidity, silicon can be brittle, especially at
the scales we are working at. However, this is not really an
issue in our case because the silicon is still much harder
than the more fragile crystals and the softer plastic cover
slides we are handling. Additionally, the precision of our
micropositioner is much higher than we really need, ensuring
the accurate positioning of the tip. Our tests have shown that
even people with relatively normal motor skills can perform
crystal mounting manually without causing any structural
damage to the tools; this is certainly not a problem for expert
crystallographers or a positioner with submicron accuracy.

V. DESCENT

The first phase of the mounting process is to lower the
tool into the liquid. The difficulty in this phase is to make
sure that the microshovel is exactly at the correct depth —
we want it to be just above the bottom (the surface of the
cover slide) so it can move freely. If it is higher than that,
sliding under the crystal will be difficult as the shovel may
start pushing it instead. If it goes too deep, the sharp front
edge of the microshovel will penetrate the plastic slide and
the micropositioner will move the whole slide along with the
tool. If an attempt is made to move farther down, the force on
the tooltip may become too strong and it may break.
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Fig. 6. A close-up showing a microshovel glued to the metal pin of a
cryogenic cap which is attached to a wand held by the micropositioner.

Our solution to this is based on the following observation:
When the microshovel touches the slide in its downward
motion and starts exerting force, it moves the plastic sliding
it along the microscope tray. Since only a small portion of
the slide is in the field of view, the motion affects the entire
image (as if the camera is moving to the left). This is only
valid for a small range of depths (about 500µm), before the
tool presses too strongly. The horizontal motion of the slide
is in the order of microns, however, under the magnification
of the microscope, this translates into motion of tens of pixels
and is therefore detectable with computer vision techniques.

Our method consists of moving the microshovel down in
small steps (say 100µm) and trying to detect the horizontal
motion. After each step, the optical flow between the previous
and the current view is computed. This is done using the
normalized SSD metric on a grid of uniformly distributed
sample points Pi, i ∈ [1, N ]. We sample only the right half of
the image to avoid large effects of the tool itself. If di is the
displacement vector of the sample point Pi, then

d̄ =
N∑

i=1

di (1)

gives us the average flow vector. When the magnitude of the
vector is larger than a threshold, we determine that we have
reached into the plastic. The threshold is about 1–2 pixels and
accounts for small oscillations in the tracking of the sample
points between the frames. If no consistent flow has been
detected, we continue with another step down until we have a
positive contact identification.

At this stage, the tool is in contact with the plastic and
needs to be retracted so it can move freely horizontally. Thus,
we initiate a similar process as above, only this time moving
up and at much finer steps (about 1µm). After each step
up, a small horizontal step is made and the optical flow is
computed to detect this motion in the image. If it is present,
this means that the tool is still in contact with the plastic
and we continue moving up. When no horizontal motion is
detected, the microshovel is positioned at the correct depth.
This also means that it is already in focus.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Fig. 7. Detection of the microshovel: (a) The microshovel is moved out of
view after the descent phase; (b) The microshovel is moved back where it
was after the descent phase; (c) The thresholded image difference between
the two images; (d) The result after morphological closure; (e) The identified
ROI of the microshovel.

VI. APPROACHING AND PICKING THE CRYSTAL

After the microshovel has been lowered to the level of the
crystals, horizontal motion is used to approach the target. Two
SSD trackers [23] are initialized to initiate the visual servo.
The first tracker is initialized manually by the crystallographer
with the selected crystal for mounting. The location of the
crystal is considered to be the center of the selected rectangle.
The second tracker, which follows the microshovel, is obtained
by image analysis (Figure 7). After the descent, the tool is
slowly moved to the left (at the same depth) until it leaves the
image. The moment when the tool is no longer visible is easily
recognizable by monitoring the intensity differences of two
consecutive frames — once the shovel leaves the field of view,
the difference is only due to noise and becomes negligible. At
this point a reference image I0 is taken and the tool is moved
back to where it was after the descent phase. A second image
I1 is taken and the difference dI = I1 − I0 contains a large
discrepancy in the area where the tooltip is in I1. To filter out
various other artifacts, we first threshold dI (Figure 7c) and
then apply a morphological closure operator (Figure 7d). This
has the effect of eliminating small blobs of noise and bridging
small gaps in the large blobs. The largest remaining blob is
the tooltip itself — we initialize the second tracker with the
smallest rectangle containing that blob (Figure 7e).

The visual servoing algorithm tries to align the midpoint of
the right edge of the tool ROI with the midpoint of the left
edge of the ROI of the crystal. In other words, visual guidance
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is used to position the tool just in front of the crystal.
Central to the servoing is the image Jacobian L (also called

interaction matrix) which relates the differential motion ds of
an image feature s to the differential motion in the camera
coordinates dP: ds = LdP. Considering only a planar
horizontal motion, the eye-to-hand Jacobian relationship for
a single feature point is:

ẋ = LxyRxy

[
rVx
rV y

]
= Ltxy

rVxy (2)

where Ltxy = αRxy is the eye-to-hand interaction matrix, α
is the magnification factor, and Rxy is a 2× 2 rotation matrix
that maps the control vector expressed in the camera frame
cVxy to the control vector expressed in the robot control frame
rVxy = [rVx,r V y]T . A suitable control law to make the error
vector e = x − x∗ decrease exponentially (i.e, ė = −βe) to
0 is given by:

rVxy = −βL̂+
txy(x− x∗) (3)

where x∗ is the desired position of the microshovel in image
space, L̂txy is the estimated image Jacobian and β is a
proportional gain.

Judging from a stability study, we fix L̂xy = α̂R̂ to a
constant value while ensuring the convergence of control.
For our application, α̂ is fixed to the value given by the
manufacturer. The estimated rotation matrix R̂xy is fixed
as the closest rotation matrix to 1

α̂
L̂0

xy where L̂0
xy is the

interaction matrix numerically computed off-line by observing
the repercussion of the robot motion in the image space.
Further details can be found in [24].

When the microshovel is positioned just before the crystal,
a one-step move command is executed by the micropositioner
in the direction of the crystal and of length — the size
of the crystal ROI. This is the actual pick-up: the shovel
slides under the crystal. It is executed as a single command
to avoid the jerkiness caused by the change in acceleration
of the micropositioner between two consecutive commands.
There is no visual feedback used at this stage yet because
the transparent crystal is difficult to spot once on the shovel.
Lastly, the microshovel with the crystal on it are raised up
above the level of the liquid. With that, our task is completed.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

To verify the methods described here, we have performed
extensive tests of each of the phases as well as the system
as a whole. In this section, we show an example run of each
phase. All of these experiments have been run on real crystals
under the same conditions as crystallographers’.

The first example demonstrates a descent of a microshovel
into the liquid (Figure 8). Figure 8a shows the initial con-
figuration before the phase began: The tooltip is well above
the liquid and out of focus. It is, however, still possible to
tell that it is in the field of view. After the program was
started, the tooltip moved down in steps of 100µm according
to the method described in Section V. Figure 8c shows the
first frame when the contact with the cover slide was detected
and Figure 8b was the immediately preceding frame. The

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 8. A descent phase: (a) The initial configuration — the tooltip is high
above the liquid and is out of focus; (b) The tooltip has descended into the
liquid and is one step before reaching the bottom; (c) The last step is made
and the cover slide has moved. The needles show the optical flow; (d) The
final position, after the tooltip has retreated enough to be able to move freely.

needles on Figure 8c show the computed optical flow for the
sample points. At this stage, the tool started moving up in steps
of 2µm and testing whether it can freely move horizontally.
Figure 8d shows the frame when free motion was detected,
i.e. the microshovel was at the correct depth.

The second example demonstrates the horizontal visual
servoing phase. Figure 9a shows the initial configuration in
which the tooltip is at the correct depth. The rectangles around
the tool and the crystal are the initial regions of interest for
the two trackers. The program for horizontal approach moved
the tool toward the crystal while simultaneously tracking both.
Figure 9b shows the end result of the visual servoing where
the microshovel is just in front of the crystal. The graph in
Figure 9c shows how the distance in X and Y of the locations
of the two tracked objects exponentially approaches zero with
each iteration. Note that at the end both distances are zero,
because the reference point of the tool is on the right side of
its ROI and the one of the crystal is on the left side. This is
because, we are only interested in using servoing up to the
point just before pickup takes place.

Finally, Figure 10 shows a successful crystal mounting task
executed. Figure 10a, captures the tooltip just after the descent
phase. Figure 10b is the state after the crystal approach is
completed. In Figure 10c, the microshovel has slid under the
crystal and lifted it up above the liquid.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented new custom-designed microtools for
protein crystal mounting that address certain limitations of
the traditional cryogenic loops. These microshovels have been
manufactured in various shapes and sizes using MEMS tech-
nology. They are made of silicon, which we have tested for
compatibility with the X-ray data collection process. We have
employed these microtools in a working robotic system for
protein crystal manipulation based on a micropositioner, an
optical microscope with a CCD camera for visual feedback,
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Fig. 9. A visual servo phase: (a) The initial configuration — the tooltip and
the target crystals along with the ROI of the two trackers; (b) The microshovel
has approached the crystal; (c) A graph showing the convergence of the
reference positions of the microshovel and the crystal.

and software control through a PC. The system features a
number of computer vision and robotics techniques we have
developed to detect the microshovel in the visual feed from
the camera, lower the tool to the correct depth, track both the
microshovel tips and a target crystal and visually servo toward
the crystal to pick it up.

One of the most likely reasons for failure of our system is
the lack of feedback during the actual pickup phase. This is
mainly due to the poor visibility of the crystal at this stage.
We are working on improving the lighting conditions so that
the crystal remains visible even during pickup and lifting. In
this paper, we have assumed that the target crystal has been
identified in advance and positioned in the field of view. In
practice, this is not always the case. Crystal detection and
isolation are examples of related problems which we are also
working to address [25].
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